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NEW QUESTION: 1
You resized your hardware LUNs and now you want to update the
disk headers and other VxVM structures to match the new LUN
sizes. Which command enables you to resize a Volume Manager
disk that corresponds to a LUN?
A. vxvol resize
B. vxresize

C. vxassist resize
D. vxdisk resize
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
Which option is the expected outcome on the configured switch?
A. The switch enforces SNMP message encryption for all users.
B. The switch enforces SNMP message encryption for the user
all.
C. SNMP requires encryption for all incoming requests.
D. The switch responds with an authorization error for any
SNMPv3 PDU requests that use a security level parameter of
authNoPriv.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a Microsoft 365 subscription.
You need to control which third-party apps are available in
Microsoft Teams.
Which three actions should you perform from the Microsoft Teams
settings? Each correct answer presents part of the solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. Disable the default apps
B. Turn off Allow sideloading of external apps
C. Turn on Allow external apps in Microsoft Teams
D. Turn off Enable new external apps by default
E. Turn off Allow external apps in Microsoft Teams
Answer: B,D,E
Explanation:
Explanation
External apps are provided by third parties. You can configure
the following settings for external apps.
* (B) Allow external apps in Microsoft Teams: When this setting
is turned on, users can add external apps that are available to
your organization.
* (D) Allow sideloading of external apps: If you want to turn
on some external apps and turn off others, turn off this
setting, and then in the list of external apps, turn off the
apps that you don't want users to access. When this setting is
turned on, team owners and members who are granted permission
can sideload apps to Teams.
* (C) Enable new external apps by default: When this setting is
turned on, users can activate new apps as soon as they're added
to the Teams app catalog. Turn off this setting if you want to
control new apps. Of course, if you turn it off, you have to
remember to review new apps periodically so your organization

doesn't miss out on new apps.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/enable-features
-office-365
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